TECHNICAL DATA
CITRI-CUT GEL
Citrus-Based Wetwash/Degreaser clings to vertical and overhead surfaces
Citrus-based Citri-Cut Gel wetwash uses its fluid viscosity to cling to vertical and overhead surfaces while
providing increased wet-out time and penetration of stubborn dirt or caked grease. Citri-Cut Gel extends
Nuvite’s extremely popular Citri-Cut formulation and its exceptional cleaning capabilities to even the most
difficult cleaning situations. It also allows longer wet time for all surfaces even when used with water
dilution. Water dilution may still be used if needed, or for heavy cleanup such as wheel wells and bellies,
Citri-Cut Gel can be used at full concentrate strength by applying with a low pressure spray, let soak, and
spray rinse clean with high pressure.
FEATURES


Heavy-duty cleaner and degreaser in gel form that clings to vertical and overhead surfaces.



Effective for cleaning dirt, carbon, grease and oils



Safe and pleasant for users and the environment



Increased wet time ability allows great penetration on caked grease and carbon



Will not deteriorate seals, hoses and rubber components



Carries all major aircraft certifications



Completely biodegradable



Contains no alkaline salts, petroleum distillates or phosphates



Conforms to Airframe OEM standards and specifications

SPECIFICATIONS

Appearance:
Flash Point:
Odor:
pH:
Solubility:
Specific Gravity:

Orange, semi-viscous liquid
None
Mild citrus orange
11.8 - 12.5 @ 25oC
Dispersible
1.02 @ 25oC

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
Citri-Cut Gel is recommended for the periodic cleaning of exterior aircraft surfaces in dilutions determined
by the extent, condition, and type of soil to be removed.
Heavy-Duty Cleaning/Gear, Wheel Wells, Flaps, and Cowlings: Use full strength concentrate. Viscosity can
be adjusted with liquid Citri-Cut if desired. Allow to soak (5-15 minutes). Do not allow soaked area to
completely dry. Rinse with high pressure water.
For Normal Cleaning – Wet Wash: Dilute 1:2 - 1:8 with water, depending upon soil conditions and cleaning
frequency. Apply to aircraft surfaces by spray or mop application. Allow to soak long enough to loosen and
emulsify surface dirt. Agitate to loosen soil and rinse with water.
Vertical or overhead surfaces: Spray full strength on surface with low pressure spray. Allow to soak—CitriCut Gel will cling and penetrate soil and grease. Agitate to loosen and spray rinse with high or low pressure
water.
When using Nuvite products, please use recommended procedures and equipment. For further product
information, and technical support consult a Nuvite Representative at 800.394.8351
HEALTH AND S AFETY
Citri-Cut Gel is not environmentally restricted. Users should use standard safety precautions, such as
wearing gloves and eye protection along with any other standard safety procedures. Refer to Citri-Cut
Material Safety Data Sheet for further information.
AVAILABILITY
Citri-Cut Gel is available in 1 quart, 1, 5, 55, and 275 gallon containers and 5000 gallon tank wagons.
This technical data sheet is offered in good faith without warranty or representation solely for the buyer’s use in the evaluation of this
product. It is the responsibility of the buyer and end user to determine the data and safety information with respect to applicable laws,
regulations, and the fitness & character of this product prior to full scale use. UNIVERSAL PHOTONICS and or NUVITE CHEMICAL
COMPOUNDS (seller) assumes no legal liability for any injury, accident, loss, or damage through the use of this product of which such
uses are beyond seller’s control.citricutgel.10.16.td

